
 

    

 

 

 2017 MCFT NEWSLETTER  

 

Welcome to the 2017 MCFT & MCTC NEWSLETTER to update you 

on the progress of the El Bokoch Primary School and what you 

have helped achieve in Ileret, Northern Kenya! 

  

    

 
 

Habari! 

A heartfelt thank you to all those who helped us with resources to construct another set of two 

classrooms for the El Bokoch School and provide funding for the successful A-Maize appeal. 

It was a truly humbling experience to be delivering relief food to so many whose lives have been 

impacted by the recent prolonged drought in Northern Kenya. The people living in the 

surrounding manyattas of the El Bokoch School thanked us profusely for the delivery of this grain. 



                
Thank You MCFT & MCTC supporters! Distributing the bags of maize delivered by Liza and the team. 

 

The short rains in the Ileret area November-December did not arrive and this took an enormous 

toll on the pastoralists and their livestock. Andrew, our cook told us he had lost an estimated 70% 

of his herd and it was apparent from the number of carcasses we came across that the rest of the 

Daasanach tribe had suffered in a similar way.  

             
The much needed sacks of maize distributed to the community. 

The Journey begins - With a lot to be done in a short time I arrived in Nairobi and made a bee-

line for the Text Book Centre to buy curriculum books, departing for Nanyuki the same day with 

our chief mechanic Rahim.  Introduced to us by Faye’s brother John Harris, Rahim can literally 

fixing anything on the side of the road with minimum tools and a can-do attitude of “modify and 

simplify”. 

Our three fundis (carpenter and stonemasons) John, Stephen and Paul arrived the next day 

together with our second mechanic/driver Rashid.  A couple of days were spent in Nanyuki getting 

necessary repairs on the pickup and our 41 year old land cruiser ‘The Earl’, whilst some of the 

team raced around town picking up provisions. 

Arriving in Ileret we found the local people around El Bokoch considerably skinnier than when we 

had left them last October.  Despite the stress plainly visible on the adult’s faces they were very 

happy to see us.  

                                                                     

Distributing the much 

needed food.  

Thank you all who 

responded so grandly to 

the A-Maize appeal. 

It was a team effort and 

incredibly humbling. 



 

The first full day was spent digging water wells in the riverbed, setting up the camp and getting 

building materials sorted.  

The two new classrooms built last September-October needed the walls and floors plastering and 

this was achieved to enable classes 4 and 5 to begin using them. 

The lake is an 18 kilometre round trip from the school and to collect enough water for plastering 

and curing took up to five trips per day.  The holes dug in the riverbed were extremely slow to fill 

and could barely keep up with the water demands of the camp. 

            
Getting water by digging down into the dry riverbed. 

                    

El Bokoch School now has four teachers and 110 pupils. Catering for as many children as turn up 

on the day there can be a lot more, especially if children have walked from the cattle camps. In 

March we added a teacher who currently teaches in Swahili only. To focus the curriculum as quickly 

as possible on Swahili and then English will standardise the school with the majority of others 

teaching in these official languages of the country. 

It was translated from an elder that the community is looking to the school as hope for the future. 

Having a meeting with the elders and parents was inspiring as they were obviously happy with 

the running of the school and broke into spontaneously clapping on several occasions. 

        



 

Prior to the grain arriving on the truck we had hired I sought advice from a local NGO as to what 

they had done previously when distributing relief food. We were advised to deliver smaller 

quantities over as wide an area as possible to minimise stress and to ensure the grain got to the 

maximum number of people. 

Our fundis were instrumental in helping with the delivery, weighing out the grain and keeping the 

crowds at bay. In the smaller manyattas our translator was able to get people to sit down which 

made the distribution more orderly. However in the bigger manyattas near the lake more and 

more people crowded around the land cruisers desperate to get hold of some grain. In this 

situation we gave nine mothers representing their individual households a sack of maize to divide 

between themselves which they did in plain sight of us all. 

     

Finishing the walls and floor of the two newest classrooms. 

To help counteract malnourishment in our El Bokoch students we started also giving a pre-class 

porridge meal. Mama Peter, the school cook is a strong voice in the community and stands for no 

nonsense. She does a fantastic job helped by the children bringing a stick of firewood and a small 

container of water each day.  

Fishing is one way of providing a meagre income for those living on the shores of Lake Turkana. 

Fisherman we spoke to in Selecho Village (North of Ileret) and Loyengalani spoke of fish catches 

significantly reducing in the past couple of years.  

On the way south we visited El Molo 2 Fishing Camp on what was once an island. One man told 

us that prior to the end of 2014 families were transporting their children to primary school by 

boat. The water level dropping has caused the island to become part of the mainland, understood 

to be the result of the Gibe 3 dam on the Omo River in Ethiopia.  

 

Library Update - : Children from Ileret Primary frequent the library particularly after 3:00pm and 

the high school students throughout the day. Children from El Bokoch walk there each Friday 

afternoon with their teachers as they too had requested use of the books. There is still no high 

school in Ileret so the curriculum books purchased in 2012 are relied upon by the students. As a 

local once said when the library had been completed “You are changing Daasanach History”. 



 

 

 

The MCTC and MCFT are grateful for the support of a loyal group of friends and family. All our 

efforts are making a difference as we continue to deliver education to one of the remotest areas 

of Northern Kenya. 

I also want to say a heartfelt thank you to our team in Kenya who have worked incredibly hard to 

achieve our building goals. 

Asante sana 

 

Liza Cronhelm  

Volunteer Project Manager 



 

 


